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We study the quantization of two examples of classically chaotic dynamics, the Anosov
dynamics of ``cat maps'' on a two dimensional torus, and the dynamics of baker's maps. Each
of these dynamics is implemented as a discrete group of automorphisms of a von Neumann
algebra of functions on a quantized torus. We compute the non-commutative generalization
of the Kolmogorov�Sinai entropy, namely the Connes�Sto% rmer entropy, of the generator of
this group, and find that its value is equal to the classical value. This can be interpreted as
a sign of persistence of chaotic behavior in a dynamical system under quantization. � 1996

Academic Press, Inc.

I. Introduction

I.A. One of the characteristic features of chaos in classical dynamics is the
positivity of the Kolmogorov�Sinai (KS) entropy. The KS entropy is a natural
measure of mixing in phase space resulting from the time evolution of a dynamical
system. Indeed, one can adopt the positivity of the KS entropy as a convenient way
of defining chaos in a classical dynamical system. Through Pesin's theorem, this is
related to another characteristic feature of chaotic evolution, namely the positivity
of Lyapunov exponents.

The focus of the emerging field of ``quantum chaology'' [B2], [HT], [N], [V2],
is the study of quantum dynamics arising from quantization of classically chaotic
systems. Much emphasis has been put on understanding the semiclassical approxi-
mation to the actual quantum dynamics, and it is, in fact, a somewhat controversial
issue whether ``quantum chaos'' exists beyond this approximation.
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In this paper we propose that a natural quantity to exhibit quantum chaos in a
class of quantized dynamics is the positivity of the Connes�Sto% rmer (CS) entropy.
The CS entropy is defined in the context of von Neumann algebras, and is a natural
extension of the KS entropy to the non-commutative context. We focus our atten-
tion on examples of quantized dynamics on a torus, namely the dynamics of quan-
tized cat maps and the dynamics of quantized baker's maps, and show that in each
case the CS entropy is positive and, in fact, equal to the classical value.

I.B. We begin by recalling the definition of the (classical) KS entropy. Let
M be the phase space on which a probability measure & and &-preserving
automorphism . : M � M are defined. The latter means that . is a measurable
bijective function such that for all measurable sets O, &(.(O))=&(O). Let A=[Aj],
1� j�n, be a finite partition of M into measurable and pairwise disjoint (up to
measure zero) subsets. The entropy of this partition is defined by

H(A)=:
j

'(&(Aj)), (I.1)

where the function ' is given by

'(t)=&t log t, 0�t�1. (I.2)

Clearly, H is invariant under .,

H(.(A))=H(A), (I.3)

where .(A)=[.(A1), ..., .(An)]. Now, given two such partitions, A and B, we
form a finer partition A6 B by taking the intersections of the elements of A with
the elements of B. The entropy is subadditive with respect to the operation 6,

H(A 6B)�H(A)+H(B). (I.4)

This and (I.3) imply that the limit

H(A, .)= lim
n � �

1
n

H(A 6 .(A) 6 } } } 6 .n&1(A)) (I.5)

exists. The KS entropy of . is defined as the supremum of H(A, .) over all
possible choices of the finite partition A,

hKS(.)=sup
A

H(A, .). (I.6)

This definition does not lend itself to explicit computations. However, the
fundamental theorem of Kolmogorov and Sinai [CFS] states that, in fact, hKS(.)
can be computed from a single partition, provided that it is sufficiently generic.
More precisely, hKS(.)=H(A, .), if A is a partition such that the sets .k(Aj),
j=1, ..., n, k # Z, generate the _-algebra of measurable sets on M.
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We will explain in Section V how Connes and Sto% rmer generalized the theory
outlined above to the non-commutative case.

I.C. For later convenience we now briefly review the definitions of the
classical cat map and baker's map. For a more complete presentation and a variety
of results we refer the reader to [A], [AW], and [CFS].

We consider an element # # SL(2, Z),

#=\a
c

b
d+ , (I.7)

with |tr(#)|>2. Such a matrix has two eigenvalues +1 , +2 , with +1+2=1. We label
them so that | +1 |>1, and | +2 |<1. The action of # on the plane R2 is given as
usual by (x1 , x2) � ( y1 , y2) with

y1=ax1+bx2 , (I.8)

y2=cx1+dx2 .

For later reference, we rewrite (I.8) in terms of the complex variable z=(x1+ix2)�- 2
as z � w, with

w=:� z+;z� , (I.9)

where the complex parameters : and ; are given by

:=(a+d+i(b&c))�2, (I.10)

;=(a&d+i(b+c))�2,

and satisfy |:| 2&|;| 2=1. The transformation (I.8) is area preserving. Since the
coefficients in (I.8) are integer, # also defines an area preserving automorphism of
the torus T 2=R2�Z2 which we will denote by the same symbol #. The group
[#n]n # Z of automorphisms of T 2 is called the cat dynamics (in fact, this is an
example of Anosov dynamics).

The definitions above are of course meaningful without assuming that |tr(#)|>2.
The resulting dynamical systems are non-chaotic, and, as such, less relevant to the
subject of this paper.

It turns out that for the cat dynamics,

hKS(#)=log | +1 |, (I.11)

where +1 is the eigenvalue of # whose absolute value is larger than 1. A beautiful
proof of this result in the context of symbolic dynamics is presented in [AW]. If
|tr(#)|�2, then hKS(#)=0, showing that the corresponding dynamics is indeed
non-chaotic.
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The baker's map B takes a point (x1 , x2) of T 2=R2�Z2 to a point (x$1, x$2) of T 2

given by

x$1={2x1 ,
2x1&1,

if 0�x1<1�2;
if 1�2�x1<1,

(I.12)

x$2={x2 �2,
(x2+1)�2,

if 0�x1<1�2;
if 1�2�x1<1.

The transformation B is measure preserving. In order to prepare ground for the
quantization of B, we first rewrite (I.12) in terms of generators of the algebra
L�(T 2) of essentially bounded functions on T 2. We set g(x1 , x2)=e2?ix1,
h(x1 , x2)=e2?ix2. Then the transformation (I.12) of T 2 is equivalent to the following
automorphism of the algebra L�(T 2) (which, for simplicity, is denoted by the same
symbol B):

B(g)=g2,
(I.13)

B(h)=- h (2/[0, 1�2)(x1)&1),

where the square root - h is defined by - h (x1 , x2)=ei?x2, and where /[0, 1�2) is the
indicator function of the interval [0, 1�2).

For the baker's map,

hKS(B)=log 2. (I.14)

I.D. One of the central concepts of this paper is that of quantization of a
dynamical system. Without getting involved with technicalities we would like to
emphasize several points which will explain the particular conceptual framework
which we chose to work with.

Quantization of a dynamical system has two components: kinematic and
dynamic. The kinematic component of quantization involves the construction of a
suitable quantized phase space of the system. This quantized phase space is given
in terms of a non-commutative algebra A� of observables. In the language of non-
commutative geometry, A� is an algebra of functions on the quantized phase space.
Very much like in the classical situation, where (depending on the problem) one
might be interested in the study of the algebra of continuous functions, smooth
functions, compactly supported smooth functions, measurable functions, etc.,
specific choices of the composition of A� can be made. This may result in imposing
the structure of a C*-algebra, a von Neumann algebra or some suitably defined
locally convex algebra, on the algebra of observables.

The dynamic component of quantization consists in defining a time evolution on
the quantized phase space. A natural way of doing this is to find a suitable one
parameter group of automorphisms of A� , where the parameter (discrete or con-
tinuous) has the meaning of time. Recall that an automorphism of an algebra R is
a linear one-to-one map 8 of R onto itself such that 8(ab)=8(a) 8(b), for all a,
b # R. If R is an algebra with involution, it is also required that 8(a*)=8(a)*.
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The ``suitability'' of the choices made, namely that of the algebra A� and of the
time evolution, is settled by the correspondence principle. This amounts to showing
that limits of the quantized objects, as � � 0, yield the corresponding classical
objects. Quantization is a highly non-unique procedure, and the correspondence
principle is the only physical principle allowing one to decide whether a particular
procedure is correct. To our taste, the most satisfying mathematical framework for
quantization is that of ``strict deformation quantization'' proposed in [R1].

I.E. Quantization of the cat dynamics on the torus has been discussed
before by a number of authors. The original reference is [HB], where a scheme is
proposed using a group of unitary matrices on a finite dimensional Hilbert space.
The generator of this group was determined from (i) the observation that the
generating function of (I.8) is quadratic, and (ii) the assumption that, in the quad-
ratic case, the semiclassical expressions are exact. This quantized dynamics was
further studied in [K1, 2], [MO], [DGI], [BD], and [D], where a variety of
beautiful number theoretic results were derived.

A similar quantization scheme for baker's dynamics was first proposed in [BV],
and further refined and studied e.g. in [CTH], [SV], [S], and [BDG]. These refe-
rences are concerned with questions of quantum chaology. The intrinsic simplicity
of the baker's dynamics has been very useful in studying these questions.

Our approach is slightly different, even though equivalent in the sense specified
at the end of previous subsection. It is based on an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space. The infinite dimensionality of the Hilbert space is due to the occurrence of
3-vacua (to use the language of quantum gauge field theory), which in turn is a
consequence of the fact that the phase space of the system, namely the torus, is not
simply connected. We study a non-abelian algebra, known as the algebra of func-
tions on a quantized torus [R2], and identify a suitable group of automorphisms
of this algebra as the quantized dynamics.

I.F. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the quan-
tized linear dynamics on the plane. This will be the starting point for the construc-
tion of quantized cat dynamics. In Section III, we review the construction of the
quantized torus, and show that the cat dynamics on the torus defines a group of
automorphisms of the quantized torus. This group is the quantized cat dynamics on
the torus. A construction of quantized baker's dynamics is described in Section IV.
Section V has largely a review character. We explain the properties and construc-
tion of the CS entropy, and establish a technical lemma. Using this lemma, we
compute, in Section VI, the CS entropy of the quantized dynamics on the torus.

II. Quantized Linear Dynamics on the Plane

II.A. Of the many representations of quantum mechanics we choose the
Bargmann representation (see e.g. [F]), as in this representation wave functions are
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defined on the phase space of the system. It can also be generalized to phase spaces
other than flat spaces [B1], which should be important for future extensions of the
results of this paper. In the Bargmann representation, the Hilbert space of states
H2(C, d+�) consists of entire functions on C which are square integrable with
respect to the probability measure d+�(z)=(?�)&1 exp[&|z| 2��] d 2z. This Hilbert
space has two remarkable properties: (i) it has a reproducing kernel, namely the
function exp[w� z��] # H2(C, d+�) satisfies the equation

|
C

exp[w� z��] ,(w) d+�(w)=,(z), (II.1)

for all , # H2(C, d+�), and (ii) it carries a unitary projective representation of the
group of translations of C given by

U(`) ,(z)=exp {1
�

( �̀ z&|`| 2�2)= ,(z&`), ` # C. (II.2)

For future reference, we note that

U(`) U(!)=ei Im( �̀ !)��U(`+!). (II.3)

The algebra of observables (or functions on the quantized plane) can be defined
as an algebra generated by Toeplitz operators. A Toeplitz operator T�( f ) with
symbol f (where f is a measurable function on C) is defined by

T�( f ) ,(z)=|
C

ezw� ��f (w) ,(w) d+�(w). (II.4)

Various restrictions on the class of symbols f may be imposed, leading to various
algebras of operators on H2(C, d+�). Since the quantized plane is not the main
concern of this paper, we ignore this issue, and refer the interested reader to e.g.
[BC1, 2] for precise statements. See also [Z] for a related but more geometric
approach. For our needs, it is only important that all bounded continuous func-
tions are included in the class of symbols.

The Toeplitz operator with the symbol f (z)=z is denoted by A-, and the
Toeplitz operator with f (z)=z� is denoted by A. These are the creation and annihilation
operators obeying the usual commutation relation

[A, A-]=�. (II.5)

In fact, the quantization map f � T�( f ) can be regarded as the anti-Wick ordering
prescription, i.e., in the quantized expressions, all the annihilation operators are
placed to the left of the creation operators.
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II.B. To a # as defined in the Introduction we assign the following
Bogolubov transformation (A-, A) � (B-, B),

B-=:� A-+;A,
(II.6)

B=:A+;� A-.

We will now show that this transformation is unitarily implementable, i.e. B-=
FA-F &1, and determine such a unitary F explicitly.

First, we note that the ground state |#(z) for B satisfies the differential equation:

�:|$#(z)+;� z|#(z)=0, (II.7)

and so

|#(z)=|:|&1�2 exp {&
;� z2

2�:= , (II.8)

where the normalizing constant has been chosen so that &|#&=1. We require that
F maps the function identically equal 1 (the ground state for A) to |# . Then, using
the Hausdorff�Baker�Campbell formula (see e.g. [F]),

F exp[w� z��]=F exp[w� A-��] F &1|#(z)

=exp[w� (:� A-+;A)��] |#(z)

=exp[(w: z+:� ;w� 2�2)��] exp{w� ;
d
dz= |#(z)

=exp[(w: z+:� ;w� 2�2)��] |#(z+w� ;)

=|:|&1�2 exp[(w� z+;w� 2�2&;� z2�2)��:].

Using the fact that exp[w� z��] is the reproducing kernel for the measure d+� we thus
find that the action of F on , # H2(C, d+�) is given by

F,(z)=|:|&1�2 exp {&
;� z2

2�:= |
C

exp {w� z
�:

+
;w� 2

2�:= ,(w) d+� (w)

=T�(|#) S#&1 T�(|#&1)* ,(z), (II.9)

where S# is defined by S#,(z)=|:| 1�2 ,(z�:). It is straightforward to verify that the
inverse of F is given by

F &1,(z)=|:| &1�2 exp {;� z2

2�:� = |
C

exp {w� z
�:�

&
;w� 2

2�:� = ,(w) d+�(w)

=T�(|#&1) S# T�(|#)* ,(z), (II.10)

and that F is unitary. Let us summarize the calculations above in the following
theorem.
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Theorem II.1. There exists a unique unitary operator F satisfying FA-F &1=B-,
and F1=|# . This operator and its inverse are given by equations (II.9) and (II.10).

The group [F n]n # Z of unitary operators on H2(C, d+�) is called the evolution
group for the linear dynamics on the plane. The corresponding group of automorphisms
of the algebra of observables is generated by a � FaF &1.

II.C. There is a simple relation between F and the unitary operators U(`)
defined in (II.2).

Theorem II.2. The conjugation of U(`) by F is equal to U(#&1`),

FU(`)F &1=U(:`&; �̀ ). (II.11)

Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. Using (II.9) and (II.10) we
find that

FU(`) F &1,(z)=|:|&1 exp {&
1
2�

( |`|2+;� z2�:&;� `2�:� )=
_|

C

exp {1
� \

;w� 2

2:
+

;� w2

2:�
+

zw�
:

+
(:� �̀ &;� `+v� )w

:
+

v� `
:

+
;v� 2

2:� +=
_,(v) d+�(w) d+�(v).

Evaluating the w-integral and using |:| 2&|;| 2=1 yields

FU(`)F &1,(z)=exp[(z(:`&; �̀ )&|:`&; �̀ | 2�2)��]

_|
C

exp[(z&:`+; �̀ )v� ��] ,(v) d+�(v),

which by means of (II.1) is equal to

exp [z(:`&; �̀ )��&|:`&; �̀ | 2�2�] ,(z&(:`&; �̀ ))=U(#&1`) ,(z),

as claimed. K

III. Quantized Cat Dynamics on the Torus

III.A. Having defined the quantized linear dynamics on the plane we now
proceed to constructing the quantized cat dynamics on the torus. As explained e.g.
in [KL], one can regard the quantized torus as a suitably defined quotient of the
quantized plane by the group Z2. Namely, we define the algebra of observables on
the quantized torus to be the algebra of all Toeplitz operators with continuous
Z2-invariant symbols. Such symbols can be written as Fourier series, and so the
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algebra of observables is generated by T�( f1) and T�( f2), where fk (x1 , x2)=
exp[2?ixk]. However, writing ix1=i(z+z� )�- 2, ix2=(z&z� )�- 2, we verify easily
that

T( f1)=e&? 2�U(&i?� - 2),
(III.1)

T( f2)=e&?2�U(?� - 2).

It is thus natural to set

U=U(&i�? - 2),
(III.2)

V=U(�? - 2),

and regard the operators U and V as generators of the algebra of functions on the
quantized torus. Commutation relation (II.3) implies that they obey the following
set of relations:

UU*=U*U=I,

VV*=V*V=I, (III.3)

UV=ei*VU,

where for convenience we set *=4?2�. The algebra generated by U and V with the
relations above has been studied extensively by both physicists and mathematicians,
and we refer the reader to [R2] for an overview and extensive list of references. In
particular, it has been established that ``smooth elements'' in this algebra obey a
strong version of the correspondence principle [R1].

III.B. For our purposes, we consider the von Neumann algebra A� ,
generated by U and V. Recall [D2] that an algebra of bounded operators R on a
Hilbert space H is called a von Neumann algebra, if (i) it is closed under taking
the hermitian conjugate, and (ii) it is equal to its bicommutant, R=R". Here
R"=(R$)$, where the commutant S$ of a set of operators S on H is defined as
the set of all bounded operators on H which commute with all the elements of S.
The von Neumann algebra generated by a set S is defined as the smallest von
Neumann algebra containing S. If S is closed under taking the hermitian adjoint,
this turns out to be S". In other words, A�=[U, U*, V, V*]". In fact, A� is
isomorphic to the universal enveloping von Neumann algebra generated by U and
V which obey the relations (III.3). This means, in particular, that (III.3) are the
only relations between U and V. One can think of the elements of A� as bounded
(but not necessarily continuous) functions on the quantized torus.

The von Neumann algebra A� is hyperfinite (i.e. it is a closure of an increasing
subsequence of finite dimensional subalgebras) and can be equipped with a finite
faithful trace. We will not reproduce here the precise definitions (see e.g. [D2]).
One should just keep in mind a typical example, that of an algebra L�(M) of
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essentially bounded functions on a compact space M with a Borel probability
measure d&. Such a trace is then given by

{( f )=|
M

f d&. (III.4)

On the algebra A� , a faithful normal trace is determined by

{�\:
j, k

:jk U jV k+=:00 . (III.5)

III.C. Let us now derive the transformation rules for U and V under
conjugation by the operator F. Using Theorem II.2 and (II.3) we obtain

FUF &1=U(&i�? - 2(:+;))

=U(&i�?(a+ib) - 2)

=ei�?2abU(&i�? - 2 a) U(�? - 2 b)

=ei*ab�2U aV b,

and likewise

FVF &1=ei*cd�2UcV d.

These expressions define an automorphism 1� of A� . We call the group [1 n
�]n # Z

of automorphisms generated by 1� the quantized cat dynamics on the torus.

Theorem III.1. The transformation

1�(U )=ei*ab�2UaV b,
(III.6)

1�(V )=ei*cd�2UcVd.

defines an automorphism of A� . The trace {� is invariant under 1� , i.e. {�(1�(a))=
{�(a).

Proof. We need to show that 1�(U ) and 1�(V ) form a new set of generators.
Using (III.3) we compute:

1�(U )*=e&i*ab�2V&bU &a=(ei*ab�2U aVb)&1=1�(U )&1.

Likewise, 1�(V )*=1�(V )&1. Furthermore,

1�(U) 1�(V)=ei*(ab+cd )�2U aVbUcVd

=ei*(ab+cd )�2&i*bcUcUaVbVd

=ei*(ab+cd )�2+i*(ad&bc)U cVdU aVb

=ei*1�(V) 1�(U ).
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We also note that the inverse of 1� is given by

1&1
� (U )=e&i*bd�2U dV&b,

(III.7)
1&1

� (V)=e&i*ac�2U &cVa.

Finally, the 1� -invariance is an immediate consequence of (III.5). K

III.D. At this point it is not quite clear that 1� is indeed a quantization of
the classical map #, i.e. that its classical limit � � 0 indeed yields #. The goal of this
subsection is to show that it is so. We let & } &� denote the operator norm on the
Hilbert space H2(C, d+�).

Theorem III.2. Let f be a continuous Z2-invariant function on C. Then :

&FT�( f ) F &1&T�( f b #)&� � 0, as � � 0. (III.8)

Proof. Let =>0. We are going to show that for all sufficiently small �,

&FT�( f )F &1&T�( f b #)&��=. (III.9)

We proceed in steps.

Step 1. By the Stone�Weierstra? theorem, there is a trigonometric polynomial
P such that

& f &P&��=�3,

where & f &�=supz | f (z)| is the usual sup-norm. Since the operator norm of a
Toeplitz operator does not exceed the sup-norm of its symbol (see e.g. [B1]),
&T�( f )&��& f &� , this yields the following inequality:

&T�( f )&T�(P)&��=�3. (III.10)

Step 2. A trigonometric polynomial P(z) is a linear combination of terms of
the form exp(w� z&z� w). In terms of the creation and annihilation operators, for the
corresponding Toeplitz operator we have:

T�(ew� z&z� w)=e&wAew� A-
.

Conjugating the above equation by F yields:

FT�(ew� z&z� w) F &1=Fe&wAF &1Few� A-F &1

=e&w(:A+;� A-)ew� (:� A-+;A)

=e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2)�2e&:wAe&;� wA-e;w� Ae:w A-
,
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where we have used the Hausdorff�Baker�Campbell formula as in the derivation of
(II.9). Commuting the third and the fourth terms gives further:

FT�(ew� z&z� w)F &1=e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2e&w:A+w� ;Aew: A-&w;� A-

=e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2T�(e&w:z� +w� ;z� +w: z&w;� z)

=e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2T�(ew� (:� z+;z� )&w(:z� +;� z))

=e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2T�(ew� #(z)&#(z) w).

We can thus make the following estimate:

&FT�(ew� z&z� w) F &1&T�(ew� #(z)&#(z) w)&�

�|e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2&1| &T�(ew� #(z)&#(z) w)&�

�|e&�(:;� w2+:� ;w� 2+2 |;|2 |w|2)�2&1|.

Clearly, the right hand side of the above inequality goes to zero, as � � 0. Since P
is a linear combination of finitely many terms of the above form, we can find $
(depending on P) such that for �<$ we have:

&FT�(P)F &1&T�(P b #)&��=�3. (III.11)

Step 3. We can now conclude the argument:

&FT�( f ) F &1&T�( f b #)&�

�&FT�( f ) F &1&FT�(P) F &1&�+&FT�(P) F &1&T�(P b #)&�

+&T�(P b #)&T�( f b #)&�

�&T�( f )&T�(P)&�+=�3+&P b #& f b #&�

�2 & f &P&�+=�3

�=,

where we have used (III.10) and (III.11). K

III.E. So far the value of Planck's constant has not been restricted in any
way other than it should be a positive number. In particular, the von Neumann
algebra A� is a well defined object for all such �. On the other hand, its structure
depends crucially on whether *�2? is a rational number or not. It is well known
that physics requires *�2? to be rational. The standard informal argument, going
back to Planck, is that the volume of the phase space should be an integer multiple
of the elementary cell volume 2?�. Hence

�=
1

2?N
, N # N, (III.12)
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or

*=
2?
N

. (III.13)

Incidentally, this is precisely the integrality condition of geometric quantization
which requires the symplectic form on the torus divided by 2?� to define a deRham
cohomology class with integer coefficients. Throughout the rest of this paper, we
will be assuming that the condition above is satisfied. Trivial changes in our
arguments show that the conclusions below hold for arbitrary positive rational
*�2?.

III.F. The von Neumann algebra A� has a simple structure which is
described in the theorem below. This theorem is well known, and the references to
the original literature can be found in [R2]. Since the proof is not easy to extract
from the original references (and for the sake of completeness), we include an
elementary proof. We denote by MN the (von Neumann) algebra of complex N_N
matrices, while by L�(T 2) we denote the space of all essentially bounded functions
on the torus regarded as a von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space L2(T 2).

Theorem III.3. We have the following isomorphism of von Neumann algebras

@: A� � L�(T 2)�MN . (III.14)

Under this isomorphism, the trace {� factorizes into a tensor product of traces,

{� b @&1={� (1�N ) tr, (III.15)

where { is given by (III.4).

Proof. It is clear from the relations (III.3) that UN and V N are in the center of
A� . Let us denote by Z the von Neumann algebra generated by

X=UN, and Y=V N. (III.16)

Obviously, Z is isomorphic with L�(T 2), with the isomorphism given by X � e2?i%1

and Y � e2?i%2. Consider now the following (discontinuous) functions in L�(T 2):
f1(%)=e2?i%1�N and f2(%)=e2?i%2 �N, and let Z1 and Z2 be the corresponding elements
of Z. Then the two elements u=Z1

&1U and v=Z2
&1V obey the following set of

relations:

uu*=u*u=I,

vv*=v*v=I,
(III.17)

uv=ei*vu,

uN=vN=I.
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This algebra has the following realization. In the Hilbert space CN, choose an
orthonormal basis e1 , ..., eN , and set uej=ei( j&1)*ej , vej=ej+1 , where eN+1=e1 (by
a slight abuse of notation, we denote the matrix representatives of u and v by the
same symbols). A short computation shows that the only matrices commuting with
u and v are scalar multiples of the identity, and thus the von Neumann algebra
generated by u and v can be identified with the full matrix algebra MN .

We have U=Z1 u, V=Z2 v, and the required isomorphism is given by

@(U )= f1 �u, @(V)= f2�v. (III.18)

To prove (III.15), we note that

({� (1�N) tr)( f j
1 f k

2 �u jvk)=|
1

0
|

1

0
e2?i( j%1+k%2)�N d%1 d%2 (1�N) tr(u jvk). (III.19)

Using the explicit realization of the operators u and v we see that tr(u jvk)=0,
unless k=pN, p # Z. However, �1

0 e2?ip%2 d%2=0, for p{0, and so (III.19) is zero for
k{0. Let k=0, and j=Np+q, 0�q�N&1. If q>0, then tr(u j)=0. If q=0, but
p{0, then �1

0 e2?ip%1 d%1=0. Consequently,

({� (1�N) tr)( f j
1 f k

2 �u jvk)=$j0$k0={�(U jVk), (III.20)

and the claim follows. K

Let us parenthetically remark that the corresponding result for the C*-algebra of
functions on a quantized torus involves a bundle of full matrix algebras over the
torus rather than a tensor product [R2].

III.G. It is now easy to see that, under the isomorphism above, the
automorphism 1� becomes a tensor product of automorphisms of the factors in
(III.18).

Lemma III.4. For f # L�(T2),

@1� @&1( f (%)�I )= f (#%+2#)�I, (III.21)

where

2#=(Nab�2, Ncd�2)

is a constant.

Proof. Expanding f in a Fourier series and using (III.16), we can write

@&1( f �I )= :
m, n # Z

f� m, n XmYn= :
m, n # Z

f� m, nU NmVNn,
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and thus

1� @&1( f �I )= :
m, n # Z

f� m, n(e?iab�NUaVb)Nm (e?icd�NU cV d)Nn

= :
m, n # Z

f� m, n(e?iNabUNaVNb)m (e?iNcdU NcVNd)n

= :
m, n # Z

f� m, n(e?iNabX aYb)m (e?iNcdXcY d)n,

and the claim follows. K

Theorem III.5. We have

@1� @&1=9��8� , (III.22)

where 9� is an automorphism of L�(T 2) given by

9�(e2?i%1)=e2?i(a%1+b%2+Nab�2),
(III.23)

9�(e2?i%2)=e2?i(c%1+d%2+Ncd�2),

and where 8� is an automorphism of MN given by

8�(u)=ei*(N+1)ab�2uavb,
(III.24)

8�(v)=ei*(N+1)cd�2ucvd.

Notice that in the case when ab and cd are even (this case is referred to as ``quan-
tizable'' in [HB]) 9� coincides with the classical map (I.8). It is thus natural to
regard 9� as the classical component of the dynamics, and 8� its purely quantum
component.

Proof. The algebra L�(T 2)�MN is generated by elements of the form f �u
and f �v. In view of Lemma III.4, it is sufficient to compute @1� @&1(I�u) and
@1� @&1(I�v). Using the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem III.3, we have

1� @&1(I�u)=1�(Z&1
1 ) 1�(U )

=ei*ab�2+i*Nab�2U aVbZ &a
1 Z &b

2

=ei*(N+1)ab�2uavb.

The calculation for I�v is analogous. K
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IV. Quantized Baker's Maps

IV.A. In this section we introduce a group of automorphisms of A� which
we call the quantized baker's dynamics. Our construction requires that N in (III.13)
be an odd number, and we make this assumption throughout the section. This is
unlike the quantization procedure proposed in [BV], [CTH], [SV], [S], and
[BDG], which requires N to be even. We do not know yet whether our quantiza-
tion is equivalent to it. Because of its discontinuous character, the quantized baker's
dynamics can be defined in the framework of von Neumann algebras only. This
should be contrasted with the cat dynamics, where we chose to work with von
Neumann algebras rather than C*-algebras for the reason of convenience only.

First, we review some facts from operator calculus. If S is a unitary operator,
then by ES(_) we will denote its spectral measure. In other words,
S=�1

0 e2?i_ dES(_). For any real number :, we define S :=�1
0 e2?i:_ dES(_) (in par-

ticular, S 1�2=�1
0 e?i_ dES(_)). It follows by functional calculus that S : is unitary,

and so S:=�1
0 e2?i_ dES:(_). It is easy to express the spectral measure ES : in terms

of ES . In particular,

ES n(_)= :
0� j�n&1

ES \_+j
n +&ES \ j

n+ , for n # N, (IV.1)

ES1�2(_)={ES (2_),
I,

if 0�_<1�2;
if 1�2�_<1,

(IV.2)

and

ES &1(_)=ES (1&_). (IV.3)

Obviously, (S1�2)2=S. However, (S2)1�2{S. The latter fact will play a role in the
following, and we state it as a lemma.

Lemma IV.1. Let S be unitary. Then

(S2)1�2=S(2ES (1�2)&I ). (IV.4)

Proof. We use (IV.1) to compute:

(S2)1�2=|
1

0
ei?_ dES 2(_)

=|
1

0
ei?_ dES \_

2++|
1

0
ei?_ dES \_+1

2 +
=|

1�2

0
e2?i_ dES(_)&|

1

1�2
e2?i_ dES(_)

=SES(1�2)&S(I&ES(1�2)). K
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IV.B. We now come back to the algebra (III.3). For a unitary S # A� we
define

- S=(S &N)1�2 S (N+1)�2,
(IV.5)

P(S)=ES N (1�2).

Clearly, - S is a particular square root of S,

(- S)2=S. (IV.6)

Furthermore,

(- S)N=(S N)1�2. (IV.7)

Note also that since N is odd and VN is central, the following commutation relation
between U and - V holds:

U - V=&ei*�2
- V U. (IV.8)

Consider now the following transformation on the generators of A� :

B�(U )=U2,
(IV.9)

B�(V )=- V(2P(U )&I ).

We extend B� to A� by requiring that B�(ab)=B�(a) B�(b) and B�(a*)=B�(a)*.

Theorem IV.2. The transformation B� defines a {� -preserving *-automorphism of
the von Neumann algebra A� .

Proof. We need to verify that B�(U ) and B�(V ) obey the same relations as U
and V, and that B� has an inverse. The former property is an immediate conse-
quence of (IV.8), while the latter one can be established as follows. Let T be a
*-antiautomorphism of A� defined by T(U )=V and T(V )=U (clearly, T preserves
(III.3), as T(UV )=T(V) T(U)). Consider now the *-automorphism TB�T. Using
the fact that

B�(V )2=(- V(2P(U )&I ))2=V, (IV.10)

we immediately find that

(TB�T ) B�(U)=TB�T(U2)=TB�(V2)=TB�(V)2=T(V )=U,

B� (TB� T)(V )=B�TB�(U)=B�T(U2)=B�(V2)=V.
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It is slightly more difficult to verify the remaining two relations. We have:

(TB�T ) B�(V )=TB�T(- V(2P(U )&I )))=TB� (- U(2P(V )&I )))

=T((- U2(2P(B�(V ))&I ))).

Now, according to Lemma IV.1 and (IV.3),

- U2=(U&2N)1�2 U N+1=U(2EU&N(1�2)&I)

=U(2EUN(1�2)&I )=U(2P(U )&I ). (IV.11)

Furthermore, using (IV.2) and (IV.7),

P(B�(V ))=EB�(V )N (1�2)=E(V N)1�2 (2P(U )&I )(1�2)

=E(V N)1�2 (1�2) P(U )+(I&E(V N)1�2(1�2))(I&P(U))

=P(U ),

and so

(TB�T) B�(V )=T(U(2P(U )&I )2)=T(U )=V.

In the same fashion we verify the last relation:

B�(TB� T)(U )=B� TB�(V)=B�T (- V(2P(U )&I )))=B� (- U(2P(V )&I )))

=- U2(2P(B�(V ))&I)=U,

and so TB�T=B&1
� .

The {� -invariance of B� can be easily verified by means of (III.15) and the next
theorem. K

The automorphism B� of A� is called the quantized baker's map.

IV.C. The fundamental property of B� is that it factorizes under the
isomorphism (III.14).

Theorem IV.3. We have

@1� @&1=9�8� , (IV.12)

where 9 is an automorphism of L�(T2) given by

9(e2?i%1)=e4?i%1,
(IV.13)

9(e2?i%2)=e?i%2(2/[0, 1�2)(%1)&1),
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and where 8� is an automorphism of MN given by

8�(u)=u2,
(IV.14)

8�(v)=v(N+1)�2.

Observe that 9 coincides with (I.13). As in the case of the cat dynamics, one can
think about 9 as the purely classical component of the dynamics, and about 8� as
its purely quantum component.

Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma III.4, we readily find that

@B� @&1( f �I )=Bf �I. (IV.15)

Furthermore,

@B� @&1(e2?i%1 �N�u)=@B�(U )=@(U 2)=e4?i%1 �N�u2.

Similarly,

@B� @&1(e2?i%2 �N�v)=@B�(V)=@((V &N)1�2 V (N+1)�2(2P(U)&I ))

=ei?%2 �N[2/[0, 1�2)(%1)&1)�v(N+1)�2,

and the proof is complete. K

V. Connes�Sto% rmer Entropy

V.A. To motivate the construction of the CS entropy we first reformulate
the definition of the classical KS entropy in purely algebraic (rather than measure
theoretic) terms (see also [B3]). We assume that M is a compact phase space with
a Borel probability measure d& defined on it, and { define the faithful normal trace
on L�(M) given by (III.4). Given a partition A of M (defined as in the Introduc-
tion), we consider the finite dimensional subalgebra N/L�(M) which is generated
by the characteristic functions /Aj . The operator of multiplication by /Aj is a projec-
tion operator and we denote it by pj . Note that each projection pj is minimal (i.e.
is not a sum of two non-trivial projections in N), and �j pj=I. We define the
entropy of the subalgebra N to be

H(N)=:
j

{('( pj))=H(A). (V.1)

For two such subalgebras, N1 and N2 , we let N1 6N2 denote the (finite dimen-
sional) subalgebra generated by N1 and N2 .
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Now, a measure preserving automorphism . of M defines a {-preserving
automorphism 8 of R,

8f (x)= f b .(x). (V.2)

We set

H(N, 8)= lim
k � �

1
k

H(N 68(N) 6 } } } 6 8k&1(N))=H(A, .),

and define the entropy of the automorphism 8 as the supremum of this quantity
over all possible choices of N (this is, of course, equal to hKS (.)).

V.B. The construction above of the entropy of a measure preserving auto-
morphism was generalized to the non-commutative case by Connes and Sto% rmer
[CS] (in the von Neumann algebraic setup), and later by Connes, Narnhofer and
Thirring [CNT] (in the C*-algebraic setup). We choose the original Connes�
Sto% rmer construction as it suits our needs best.

Let R be a von Neumann algebra, and let { be a finite faithful normal trace on
R. Consider a collection N1 , ..., Nk of finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras
of R. The key difficulty to overcome here is the fact that N 6 P may not be finite
dimensional, even though N and P are. Connes and Sto% rmer defined a function
H(N1 , ..., Nk) which replaces H(N1 6 } } } 6 Nk) but reduces to it in the com-
mutative case. Specifically, this function satisfies the following properties:

(A) H(N1 , ..., Nk)�H(P1 , ..., Pk), if N j /Pj , for all 1� j�k;

(B) H(N1 , ..., Nm , Nm+1 , ..., Nn)�H(N1 , ..., Nm)+H(Nm+1 , ..., Nn);

(C) if N1 , ..., Nm /N, then H(N1 , ..., Nm , Nm+1 , ..., Nn)�H(N, Nm+1 , ...,
Nn);

(D) if [ p:] is any family of minimal projections in N such that �: p:=I,
then H(N)=�: '({( p:));

(E) if N1 , ..., Nk are pairwise commuting then H(N1 , ..., Nk)=H((N1 _ } } }
_ Nk)");

(F) if 8 is an automorphism of R preserving the trace {, then H(8(N1), ...,
8(Nk))=H(N1 , ..., Nk).

Now, if 8 is a {-preserving automorphism of R, then properties (B) and (F)
imply that that the limit

H(N, 8)= lim
k � �

1
k

H(N, 8(N), ..., 8k&1(N)) (V.3)
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exists. We define the CS entropy as the supremum of the above quantity over all
possible choices of the finite dimensional algebra N,

hCS (8)= sup
N, dim N<�

H(N, 8). (V.4)

To be able to compute hCS(8) we need a non-commutative version of the Kolmogorov�
Sinai theorem. Such a theorem was proved in [CS] and is formulated as follows.

Theorem V.1. Let [Nk] be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional von
Neumann subalgebras of R such that the weak closure (�k Nk )& of �k Nk is R.
Then

hCS (8)= lim
k � �

H(Nk , 8). (V.5)

Recall that von Neumann algebras having the property assumed in the theorem
above are called hyperfinite. This theorem was used in [CS] to compute the
entropy of the non-commutative Bernoulli shift.

As expected, the CS entropy reduces to the KS entropy in the commutative case.

Theorem V.2. Let M be a compact space with a Borel probability measure d&
and let . be a measure preserving automorphism of M. Consider the von Neumann
algebra R=L�(M) with the trace { given by (III.4), and the automorphism 8 of R

defined by (V.2). Then hCS (8)=hKS (.).

V.C. The actual definition of H(N1 , ..., Nk) will play a role below and so
we summarize it briefly.

We consider a von Neumann subalgebra N/R, and define the following inner
product on N: (x, y)={(x*y). The completion of N in the norm induced by this
inner product is a Hilbert space which we denote by L2(N). Let PR : L2(R) �
L2(N) be the orthogonal projection on L2(N) and let EN denote the restriction of
PN to the dense subspace R/L2(R). This is a non-commutative version of the con-
ditional expectation operator.

Let now Sk be the set of all sequences of elements of R, x=[x i ], where i # Nk,
such that:

(a) x i�0;

(b) all but finitely many x i are zero;

(c) � i x i =I.

For x # Sk and 1�l�k we set

xl
j={

xj , if k=1;
(V.6)

:
i1 } } } il&1 il+1 } } } ik

xi1 } } } il&1 jil+1 } } } ik , if k�2.
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We define

H(N1 , ..., Nk)= sup
x # Sk

{ :
i # Nk

'({(x i))&:
l, j

{('(ENl
x l

j))= . (V.7)

It now takes quite a lot of skill to establish the results stated above, and we refer
the interested reader to [CS] for details.

V.D. We now formulate and prove a technical result which will be a basis
for the arguments of next section.

Lemma V.3. Let R1=L�(M), where M is a compact space with a Borel prob-
ability measure d& and the natural faithful normal trace {1( } )=�M ( } ) d&, let R2 be
a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal trace {2 , and let 9
and 8 be trace preserving automorphisms of R1 and R2 , respectively. Consider the
hyperfinite von Neumann algebra R=R1�R2 with the faithful normal trace
{={1 �{2 , and the {-preserving automorphism 1=9�8 of R. Then hCS (1 )=
hCS (9).

Proof. The proof of this lemma proceeds in steps.

Step 1. For any collection of finite dimensional subalgebras N1 , ..., Nk /R1 ,

H(N1 �R2 , ..., Nk�R2)=H((N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"�R2). (V.8)

To prove this, note first that by property (C) of Section V,

H(N1 �R2 , ..., Nk�R2)�H((N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"� R2), (V.9)

as Nj �R2/(N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"�R2 . To prove that

H(N1 �R2 , ..., Nk�R2)�H((N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"�R2), (V.10)

we proceed as follows. Let P j
1 , ..., P j

nj
, 1� j�nj , where nj=dim Rj , denote the

minimal projections in Nj , and let E1 , ..., En be minimal projections in R2 such that
�j Ej=I. We set

xi0 i1 } } } ik=Ei0 �Pi1
} } } } } Pik=(Ei0 �Pi1) } } } } } (Ei0 �Pik), (V.11)

and observe that [xi0 i1 } } } ik] # Sk+1 and it forms a system of minimal projections in
(N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"�R2 . Since '(xi0 i1 } } } ik)=0, property (D) of Section V implies that

H((N1 _ } } } _ Nk)"�R2)= :
i0 i1 } } } ik

{('(xi0 i1 } } } ik))

�H(N1�R2 , ..., Nk�R2).
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Step 2. If N is a finite dimensional subalgebra of R1 , then

H(N�R2)=H(N)+H(R2). (V.12)

To prove this, note that for a projection P # N1 and a projection E # R2 ,

{('(P�E))={1('(P)) {2(E)+{1(P) {2('(E)). (V.13)

Denoting by P1 , ..., Pm and E1 , ..., En systems of minimal projections in N and R2 ,
respectively, and using property (D), we obtain

H(N�R2)=:
j, k

{1('(Pj)) {2(Ek)+{1(Pj) {2('(Ek))

=:
j

{1('(Pj))+:
k

{2('(Ek))

=H(N)+H(R2).

Step 3. Choose now an increasing sequence [Pn]n # N of finite dimensional
subalgebras of R1 , such that (�n Pn )&=R1 . Then [Pn�R2]n # N forms an increasing
sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras of R1�R2 , and (�n Pn �R2 )&=
R1 �R2 . Therefore, by Theorem V.1,

hCS (9�8)= lim
n � �

H(Pn�R2 , 9�8). (V.14)

By Steps 1 and 2,

H(Pn�R2 , 9(Pn)�8(R2), ..., 9k&1(Pn)�8k&1(R2))

=H(Pn �R2 , 9(Pn)�R2 , ..., 9 k&1(Pn)�R2)

=H((Pn _ 9(Pn) _ } } } _ 9k&1(Pn))"�R2)

=H((Pn _ 9(Pn) _ } } } _ 9k&1(Pn))")+H(R2)

=H(Pn , 9(Pn), ..., 9k&1(Pn))+H(R2).

But H(R2) is a constant independent of k, and so

H(R1 �R2 , 9�8)=H(R1 , 9), (V.15)

which proves the lemma. K

VI. Entropy of the Quantized Dynamics

VI.A. We are now ready to compute the CS entropy of the quantized cat
and baker's dynamics.
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Theorem VI.1. The CS entropy of the quantized cat dynamics on the torus is
equal to the classical value,

hCS (1�)=log | +1 |. (VI.1)

Furthermore, if |tr(#)|�2, then hCS (1�)=0.

It is an interesting question, even if without physical significance, whether
Theorem VI.1 holds without the assumption that *�2? is rational. In that case, A�

is not isomorphic to a finite dimensional algebra tensored by an abelian algebra,
and so Lemma V.3 cannot be applied. In the case of topological entropy,
Voiculescu [V1] has recently shown that the entropy of the quantized dynamics
does not exceed the classical value.

An analogous result holds for the quantized baker's map.

Theorem VI.2. The CS entropy of the quantized baker's map is equal to the KS
entropy of the classical baker's map,

hCS (B�)=log 2. (VI.2)

It is easy to prove the above theorems. Indeed, according to Theorem III.3 and
Theorem III.5, A� and 1� have precisely the structure required by Lemma V.3.
Hence, hCS (1�)=hCS (9�). It is easy to see that the map % � #%+2# is conjugate
to the cat map % � #%. According to the well known theorem [CFS], conjugate
maps have equal KS entropies, and so Theorem V.2 implies that hCS (8)=hKS (#).
Theorem VI.1 follows from (I.11).

The proof of Theorem VI.2 is analogous, with Theorem IV.3 replacing
Theorem III.5, and the final conclusion following from (I.14).

VI.B. We conclude this section with a brief discussion of a dynamical
system on a torus which is ergodic but is not chaotic. Consider the Kronecker map
on the torus defined by

K : (x1 , x2) � (x1+|1 , x2+|2). (VI.3)

This map is known to be ergodic if and only if the frequencies |1 and |2 are
linearly independent over Z. The Kronecker map is, however, not chaotic, as its KS
entropy is easily found to be zero [CFS].

In terms of the complex variable z, the Kronecker map reads

K : z � z+|,

with |=(|1+i|2)�- 2, and so to quantize it we need to find a unitary operator
implementing the following Bogolubov transformation:

A- � A-+|I.
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As in the case of the cat map the unitary operator is uniquely (up to a phase) deter-
mined by the above condition. In fact, an easy consequence of (II.2) is that

U(&|) A-U(&|)&1=A-+|I,

and so U(&|) is the required unitary operator.
Let now K� be the automorphism of the quantum torus given by by K�( } )=

U(&|)( } ) U(&|)&1. Evaluated on the generators of A� , K� is:

K�(U )=e2i?|1U,
(VI.4)

K�(V )=e2i?|2V.

Assume now that �=1�2?N, in which case Theorem III.3 is applicable. It is easy
to see that K� can be factorized, with the first factor given by the following
automorphism of L�(T 2):

f (%) � f (%1+N|1 , %2+N|2). (VI.5)

Hence, the CS entropy of K� is equal to the KS entropy of (VI.5) and is thus zero.
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